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Ashraf 's standard-bearer being killed by a cannon shot, the Afghans broke
and fled. The Persians, it is said, wished to pursue the enemy, but Nadir,
feeling that they were as yet insufficiently experienced, held them back,1
Neither Mirza Mahdi nor Muhammad Muhsin gives the numbers
of the opposing forces or the extent of their losses. Otter gives the
strength of the Afghans as j:o,ooo,2 which seems on the high side, while
Hanway estimates the Persian strength at 2£,ooo.3 Cockell puts the
Afghan losses at 12,000 and those of the Persians at 4,ooo,4
Unstinted praise must be accorded to Nadir not only for his generalship
and bravery during the battle, but also (and, indeed, more particularly)
for his careful training of the troops beforehand and his strict enforcement
of discipline. The effects of Nadir's training of his troops and of his
leadership were, in fact, almost miraculous. Instead of flying almost
at the mere sight of an Afghan, the Persians not only stood their ground
without flinching, but proved more than a match for their redoubtable
adversaries. Like Cromwell and other great commanders, Nadir, besides
having supreme faith in himself, had the gift of inspiring in others implicit
confidence in his leadership.
After some interval had elapsed, Nadir and Tahmasp advanced to
Damghan, whence an envoy was sent to Constantinople to demand the
return of the provinces which the Turks had conquered ; the envoy,
however, died at Tabriz.6 From Damghan the army continued on its
westward march ; en route^ Nadir had, it is said, occasion to tell some
unpleasing truths to Tahmasp, who, in a rage, refused for a time to
proceed.6 In the meantime, Ashraf had fallen back towards Varamin and
had sent for reinforcements from Tehran ; he then prepared an elaborate
ambush for the Persians in a narrow defile in the Khar valley. Nadir,
having received warning of this ambush from his scouts, sent out strong
bodies of musketeers to attack the enemy on both flanks, while he marched
straight against them. These tactics were completely successful; once
more he routed the Afghans, who fled to Isfahan leaving their cannon and
baggage behind.7
Before advancing any further, Nadir persuaded Tahmasp to go to
Tehran (which the Afghans had evacuated), in order, as Mirza Mahdi
put it, " to settle important affairs of the kingdom there/'8 In reality,
1 r.N., p. 62.	* Voyage en Twquie et en Perse, Vol. I, p. 307.
 *	Vol. IV, p, 27.
 *	Eraser's Nadir Shah, p. 96,   Shaikh IJazin (p. 193) states that the only Persian casualties were
two men who were slightly wounded!
*	T.N., p. 63.   Stanyan, the British Ambassador at Constantinople, reported, in a despatch to
London, dated the 24th November /5th December, 1729 (S.R 97, Vol. XXV) that another
Persian envoy, who must have been sent previously, had reached Constantinople at the
end of October.
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